July CIPS Volunteer of the Month: Trevor McGugan
I.S.P., ITCP
CIPS

What is your background? I have a B.Sc from the University of Regina. I have worked in various IS roles (Programmer, Business Analyst, Systems Analyst) with SaskTel for over 26 years. I volunteer on several different groups (disability, CIPS, ...).

READ MORE

Featured I.T. Jobs
CIPS
SharePoint Developer, Mississauga, Ontario
Technical Support Specialist, Mississauga, Ontario
Programmer Analyst, Mississauga, Ontario
SharePoint Specialist, Mississauga, Ontario
Director, Business Information & Technology Systems, Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan
Technical Support Specialist, Mississauga, Ontario
Configuration Engineer, Mississauga, Ontario
Senior IT Auditor, Edmonton, Alberta
District Principal of Technology and Transformative Learning, Cranbrook, British Columbia
Associate/Full Professor, Halifax, Nova Scotia

Director, Information Technology, Surrey, British Columbia

SAP Analyst, Sales and Distribution, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Network Manager, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Senior Systems Analyst, Banner, Calgary, Alberta

See more Job Postings and Upload your Resume at: http://jobs.cips.ca

CIPS needs your input: 'Creating your ideal technology professional organization: Your input shaping the future of CIPS'

CIPS, Canada's Association of I.T. Professionals, has embarked on a strategic initiative to chart the future of the organization and its place within the information, technology, and communications (ICT) profession in Canada. The process begins with asking for the voice of stakeholders through a short online survey. READ MORE

CIPS AB Calgary Aug. 14 event: 'An Introduction to UX Design for Developers/Programmers'

In this talk, Dr. Lee will provide an introduction to user experience (UX) design, specifically focusing on the issues that software developers/programmers encounter when designing for applications. In this session, she will provide an overview of the UX design principles, discuss best practices, and look at some of the popular tasks and tools that UX designers use. READ MORE

Roy Taylor talks Windows 10 and trends

With Windows 10 launching today worldwide, I talked with Roy Taylor about Windows 10 and trends. Roy Taylor is Corporate Vice President and Head of Alliances at AMD. Prior to joining AMD, Taylor was Chief Sales Officer of Rightware, a Finland-based software start-up. READ MORE

Featured Whitepaper: 'Predictive Maintenance for Dummies'

Businesses everywhere are adding value, reducing costs, and enhancing overall performance with the benefits of predictive maintenance. Download "Predictive Maintenance for Dummies" to gain an understanding of the main concepts, including how to: identify typical manufacturing and field-level asset applications; optimize process performance including inventory management, and financial and warranty processes; maximize employee productivity and increase customer satisfaction; and choose the right application. READ MORE

ICT skills shortage set to worsen as pipeline slows down and workers retire
Despite the looming threat of recession, Canada still has a skills shortage in the digital economy, according to the Information and Communications Technology Council (ICTC), and we’re not training enough people to fill the growing gap. A new ICTC report, Digital Economy Supply: Canada’s Post-Secondary Education Stream, confirms the pipeline that produces workers who know how to leverage modern technologies is not keeping up with demand. READ MORE

CIPS INTERVIEWS: George Neville-Neil Engineer, author and head of ACM’s Practitioner Board

George V. Neville-Neil works on networking and operating system code for fun and profit. He also teaches courses on various subjects related to programming. READ MORE

Cyber Security for Critical Infrastructure Conference: Special offer for CIPS members!

Developed in tandem with a host of leading international experts, the Cyber Security for Critical Infrastructure (September 29-30, 2015 in Toronto) features all of the up-to-the-minute information and tools you need to protect critical assets from cyber-attacks. The conference is incredibly comprehensive, and one look at the agenda will convince you that this event is not to be missed! READ MORE

Canada's first exhibition dedicated to mobile enterprise announced for October 2015 in Toronto

Canada's only event dedicated to mobile enterprise is growing, offering expanded exhibition to showcase the latest trends and connect buyers and sellers. Strategy Institute (SI), a leading events provider has expanded its annual Mobile Enterprise Canada Summit to accommodate a growing marketplace. The conference and exhibition will take place October 6-7, 2015 in Toronto. READ MORE

IFIP INTERACT 2015

The countdown is on for INTERACT 2015, the 13th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), which will take place from September 14-18, 2015, in the historic town of Bamberg, Germany. The flagship conference of the HCI Technical Committee (TC13) of IFIP, the International Federation for Information Processing, INTERACT 2015 is expected to attract over 500 people to explore the theme of "Connection. Tradition. Innovation." READ MORE

23rd World Computer Congress

The Convention Centre in Daejeon, South Korea's own Silicon Valley, will be the venue for one of the largest and most important technology conferences in the world when the 23rd World Computer Congress takes place from 4-7 October, 2915. The flagship event of the International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP), the World Computer Congress will take the theme “WCC 2015, Opening Our Future Together” and comprise 13 different conference streams and a major product exhibition in addition to the primary Congress event. READ MORE

TRENDING ARTICLES

Missed last week's issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.
CIPS needs your input: 'Creating your ideal technology professional organization: your input shaping the future of CIPS' (CIPS)

Featured I.T. Jobs (18) (CIPS)

Featured I.T. Jobs (11) (CIPS)

Don't be left behind. Click here to see what else you missed.

CIPS National Corporate Partners

The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for their contribution.

Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca
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